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What is French Tech?



FRENCH TECH
https://www.lafrenchtech-onelse.com

FRENCH TECH ONE
LYON ST-ÉTIENNE

Thanks to
Tiffany Vaquié



LA FRENCH TECH
6 years – international scope



« La French Tech » 
It’s the French startup initiative. A unique ecosystem gathering startups, investors, decision 
makers, investors, and community builders

Our mission 

Make France one of the most attractive countries for startups, conquer new markets and build a 
meaningful future

What is « La French Tech »?



Startup 
Young company that develops an innovative product or service integrating a technological or 
digital dimension. Turnover of less than 400 K€ / year and a real desire for rapid growth

Scaleup 

Companies less than 20 years old in hypergrowth having already 400 K€ of turnover per year or 
having more than 5 M€ of cumulated fund raising

Startup & scaleup ?

+15 000
Startups & scaleups in France



A world wide startup ecosystem
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International 
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French Tech 
Capitals

Boards members (voluntary work) 

Startup CEOs involved in communities 
or capitals



Tech for Good

Strong values, big challenges

DeepTech

.

Hypergrowth



FRENCH TECH ONE LYON ST-ÉTIENNE
A team!



Lyon + Saint Etienne = ONE

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mxF-4a_xmzk


A mission 
The French Tech One Lyon St-Étienne association brings together entrepreneurs and people in 
the Lyon and Saint-Etienne start-up ecosystem. It serves the creation, growth and 
internationalization of start-ups and scaleups

French Tech One Lyon St-Étienne

100 1001 000
Scaleups Ecosystem membersStartups



Three actions 
Open (information hub), National (French tech pass, French tech 120, etc.), Ensemble (together)

French Tech One Lyon St-Étienne



Three words

#TECH #SCALE #GIVE



An emblematic place



Innovation and governance



Administration
Scaleup Ecosystem



A tribune co-signed by the former presidency  
To act effectively, our members voted unanimously in June 2019 to adopt new rules that include 
parity as a prerequisite in our new governance structure. This conveys to the entire ecosystem a 
desire to take concrete action in favor of parity 

Gender equality



Two women as co-presidents



30 members in the Advisory Board



DeepTech Commission 

It aims to strengthen the links between the academic sphere and start-ups to increase the creation 
of DeepTech start-ups and strengthen France's global competitiveness in this field.

Its objectives are multiple: to transfer talents towards better employability of student-researchers in 
startups, to transfer technology from laboratories to startups (the "DeepTech" as a lever for 
growth), to infuse more engineering and funding from startups to laboratories to reinvent the way 
research is done in France.

DeepTech One Website 

https://deeptech-onelse.com/


DeepTech Commission 

Ses membres investi(e)s



And what about the AI Ecosystem?





Industry 4.0

GreenTech

Energy

Mobility

BioTech



An ecosystem of AI providers



AI Integrators



Local organisations 



Education and Research











Capsix robotics - a case study



Linkvalue - a case study



Vision: design an inclusive and sustainable digital world

Human Customer

Environment and local impact



3 strategic goals

Contribute to carbon neutrality

Promote an inclusive digital world

Promote a responsible digital world

Environment 
and local 

impact



Made by our collaborators

Individual and corporate carbon emissions balance sheet

Implementation of a carbon footprint reduction strategy

Consulting by Greenflex 

Improving our awareness

Annual participation to the No Impact Week via a week-long program

Training of all employees at “La Fresque du Climat”

Awareness blog articles

Availability of awareness books

DIY workshops (laundry soap, toothpaste, etc.)

Creation of a #Green focus group facilitated by 33 people

What have we 
done so far?

3 R&D projects in 2020



Recycling / waste

Recycling boxes for everything (glass, paper, batteries, etc.)

Sorting of biowaste via Alchemists and Detritivores

Sorting of plastic caps and lids for the association Coeur2bouchons

Cigarette butts collection for Greenminded for textile recycling

Resale of defective computers on Backmarket

Collection of clothes, books, games for donations to the Foyer Notre Dame des sans-abri

Fully equipped kitchen, non-disposable dishes, tupperware for all, tote bags and cloth towels

Advertising stop: -40kg of advertising waste per year

Recovery of scrap paper

Coffee machine with organic beans and equipable to avoid disposable capsules

Proxidon: redistribution of uneaten food (28.5kg of donations 2019)

What have we 
done so far?



Transportation

Bike mileage allowance

Bike racks inside the office

Promotion of remote-work and remote-work guidelines

Train over plane whenever possible

Energy

Moved to a renewable energy provider

Thermic films on all windows / glass doors

Water reduction devices on all appliances

Purchasing

Purchases in bulk, local, sustainable or reusable goods

Maintenance services using environmentally friendly and responsible products

Weekly delivery of fruit from sustainable agriculture + platform for individual order

What have we 
done so far?



Energiency - a case study


